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Abstract

TURING Test technologies are promising ways to validate AI
systems which may have no alternative way to indicate va-
lidity. Human experts (validators) are often too expensive
to involve. Furthermore, they often have different opinions
from each other and from themselves over time. One way
out of this situation is to employ aValidation Knowledge
Base(V KB) which can be considered to be the collective
experience of human expert panels.V KB is constructed and
maintained across various validation sessions. Primary ben-
efits are (1) decreasing the validators’ workload and (2) re-
fining the methodology itself. Additionally, there are some
side effects that (1) improve the selection of an appropriate
expert panel and (2) improve the identification of an optimal
solution to a test cases. Furthermore,Validation Experts
Software Agents(V ESA) are introduced as an model of a
particular expert’s knowledge.V ESA is a software agent
corresponding to a human validator. It systematically models
the validation knowledge and behavior of its human origin.
After a learning period, it can be used to substitute the human
exert.

Introduction
Because of the character of their typical application fields,
intelligent systems are validated and refined on the basis
of human expertise. Experts have different beliefs, expe-
riences, learning capabilities and are not free of mistakes.
Their opinions about the desired system’s behavior differ
from each other and change over time. Their opinions dif-
fer from their previous ones, even in the same context, as a
result of misinterpretations, mistakes or new insights. Fur-
thermore, experts are too busy and too expensive to spend
that much time for system validation and adjustment. Thus,
the experts’ workload for system validation is a serious is-
sue.

To make validation results less dependent on the experts’
opinions and to decrease the workload of the experts, the
importance of storing and using historical validation results
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/ knowledge in a Validation Knowledge Base (V KB) was
originally proposed in (Tsuruta et al. 2000b) and adopted for
a TURING Test validation technology in (Knauf, Gonzalez,
and Tsuruta 2003).

In the technique described in (Knauf, Gonzalez, and Abel
2002), the result is influenced by the quality of interaction
with human experts. Their excessive involvement is both
time consuming and costly. In addition, human experts may
not always be available or even willing to cooperate, thereby
causing delays. In (Tsuruta et.al. 2002) this is summarized
as”The bottleneck in acquiring validation knowledge from
experts who are busy.”

The validation procedure, as developed so far, covers five
steps: (1) test case generation, (2) test case experimentation,
(3) evaluation of results, (4) validity assessment, and (5) sys-
tem refinement. These steps can be performed iteratively. Its
most expensive part is the test case experimentation, because
the test cases have to be solved and rated by both the system
under examination and the humans who perform the exam-
ination.1 This step is especially supported by theV KB.
Furthermore, theV KB is applied to other useful purposes,
for example

• to improve the validation methodology itself, e.g. to select
experts for the validation panel, and

• to support the identification of an optimal solution among
several candidate solutions.

Furthermore, a Validation Expert Software Agent (V ESA)
is developed based on theV KB. A V ESA keeps personal
validation knowledge, such as previous validation judg-
ments or the experiences of a human expert. It is an in-
telligent avatar corresponding to its human origin. At some
point, aV ESA may be able to serve as a substitute for a
missing human expert.

The following section describes the structure of the de-
velopedV KB. After this, the way to incorporate theV KB
into the test case experimentation is outlined. The fourth

1In the process not only the system’s solutions, but also the so-
lutions provided by humans are examined. The latter is performed
to estimate the experts’ competence for each particular test case.



section is dedicated to the additional useful applications of
theV KB. Since these effects can only be enjoyed by having
a ”well informed”V KB, the fifth section describes the way
to gain as much validation knowledge as possible. The sixth
section introduces theV ESA concept. Finally, all contribu-
tions are summarized and upcoming research directions are
discussed.

The Contents of the VKB
The information which needs to be stored and maintained
in the V KB for use in thetest case experimentation, con-
sists of the required input data, the produced output data,
and some additional necessary data. According to the for-
mal settings in (Knauf, Gonzalez, and Abel 2002) and (Kur-
bad 2003), theV KB contains a set of historical test cases,
which can be described by 8–tuples

[tj , EK , EI , sol
opt
Kj

, rIjK , cIjK , τS , DC ]

with

• tj being a test case input,

• solopt
Kj

being a solution associated totj ,

• EK being a list of experts who provided this particular
solution,

• EI being a list of experts who rated this solution,

• rIjK being the rating of this solution, which is provided
by the experts inEI ,

• cIjK being the certainty2 of this rating,

• τS being a time stamp associated with the validation ses-
sion in which the rating was provided, and

• DC being an informal description of the application do-
mainC that is helpful to explain similarities between dif-
ferent domains or fields of knowledge.

Additionally, a list of supportersES ⊆ EI for each solu-
tion solopt

Kj
is derived from this data.ES is the list of rating

experts who provided a positive rating forsolopt
Kj

.
The V KB is not completely transparent to all agents in

the validation process. According to its purpose, some of
the data is hidden to certain agents. For example, to en-
sure anonymity while solving and rating test cases within
the TURING Test,EK andEI must not be presented to the
expert panel of the current session. Furthermore, to ensure
an unbiased rating, the historical ratingrIjK must not be
presented to the expert panel that currently rates the solu-
tion.

Involvement of the VKB in the Test Case
Generation and Experimentation

The intermediate results that occur during the experimen-
tation as well as theV KB itself are stored in a relational

2Besides providing a rating that might be 0 (wrong) or 1 (cor-
rect), the experts have the opportunity to express, whether (c=1) or
not (c=0) they feel certain while providing this rating.

database by using aclient–server database management sys-
tem (DBMS). This provides decentralized access to cen-
tralized data for clients, which work independently from
each other. All data are kept central to the view ofknowl-
edge engineer (∼server),while only the necessary parts of
it are shown to theexpert panel (∼client) (Kurbad 2003).

All experts in the panel take part in the experimentation
session independently. By utilizing an HTML–based imple-
mentation approach for the client application, each expert is
free to choose the time and place of his work. This effec-
tively limits delays caused by experts who would otherwise
be unavailable, as well as the cost of the validation process.

Figure 1 sketches the usage ofV KB in the test case ex-
perimentation. After generating the so–called Quasi Ex-
haustive Set of Test CasesQuEST (Knauf, Gonzalez, and
Abel 2002), bothQuEST and the historical cases inV KB
are subject to the criteria–based reduction procedure which
aims at a subset of cases inQuEST or V KB. This meets
the requirements of the current application and is small
enough to be the subject of the test case experimentation.

The V KB is a database of test cases and their associ-
ated solutions, which received an optimal rating in previous
validation sessions. These solutions are considered an addi-
tional (external) source of expertise that does not explicitly
appear in the solving session. Therefore, the cases originat-
ing from theV KB are not subject to the test case solving
session.

Regardless of their former ratings, the cases from the
V KB have to be rated by the current expert panel again for
two reasons:

1. Topical domain knowledge of AI systems has a dynamic
nature. It might have changed since the time, when the
information in theV KB was acquired. This might be
because of recent insights, but also because of modified
application circumstances.

2. Additionally, there is a responsibility for the results of ap-
plying the validation technology, i.e. for the validity state-
ments as well as for the refined knowledge base.
These results need, when communicated and used for
(commercial, political, . . . ) decisions, a clear association
to responsible persons. Of course, the current panel that
rated the solutions must serve as these responsible per-
sons. Although there is already a (historical) rating for
the test cases in theV KB, this panel must have the op-
portunity to provide its own ratings to these test cases.3

Fortunately, not all cases of theV KB that ”survived” the
criteria–based reduction process need to be rated again.
Only cases which’s solutions are different from the sys-
tem’s solution have to be involved in the rating process (see
sol = system′s? – box in figure 1), because (1) we are only
interested in new external knowledge that is outside the ex-
pertise of the expert panel and (2) the systems solution is
in the process anyway4 and the test case solving procedure

3Nobody would agree to be responsible for something that
he/she cannot control.

4The test case generation step exclusively produces test cases
with system’s solutions.
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Figure 1: The use of theV KB in the Test Case Generation and Experimentation

additionally provides alternative (”man–made”) solutions to
it.

Utilizing the Experience of the VKB
As previously indicated, the knowledge gained in theV KB
is also applied to other useful purposes:

1. It can be used for a refined competence estimation of the
panel experts. This estimation is used as a weight an ex-
pert’s rating of the system’s solution to compute its valid-
ity degree (Knauf, Gonzalez, and Abel 2002). Since all
resulting validity statements are derived from these va-
lidity degrees, the refinement of the competence estima-
tion leads to improved results of the entire technology.
In fact, the consequence of better validity statements is a
”more dependable” system after its refinement. Further-
more, this competence estimation is useful for selecting
appropriate experts for the panel of upcoming sessions.

2. Second, theV KB can support the identification of the
optimal solution, which is the basis for the system refine-
ment and the updating process of theV KB itself. If sev-
eral solutions are candidates to be the ”optimal solution”,
i.e. they receive the same approval by the expert panel, the
information in theV KB is helpful to differentiate these
candidates.

Both approaches are introduced in (Kurbad 2003).

Competence Estimation of the Experts
Since the competence estimation of the experts is based on
the experts’ performance in the rating session, the ratings for
the test cases originated from theV KB need to be included
in the estimation.

Since theV KB holds knowledge about the experts’ com-
petence in previous sessions, i.e. ”historical competence”, it
opens the door to selecting an appropriate expert panel for
a scheduled session. Derived from the information in the
V KB, we formally introduced

1. a so–called historical session competence
sess esthist(ei, S

′
i) of a certain expertei within a

sessionS′i,

2. a historical competence trendtrnd esthist(ei), which
describes the development of an expert’sei competence
over time,

3. a competence gain∆sess esthist(ei, σ
t
i) from one ses-

sion to the next and anaverage competence gainδi(σt
i)

over time,

4. a classification of experts as those with anincreasing,
even, anddecreasingcompetence over time, and

5. anaverage historical competenceavg esthist(ei).

Finally, we developed guidelines to use these concepts for
the selection of an appropriate expert panel.5

Identification of the Optimal Solution

For the finalsystem refinementstep of the entire validation
technology, the concept of an optimal solution was intro-
duced in (Knauf, Gonzalez, and Abel 2002). This is, loosely
speaking, the solutionsolopt(tj) to a test case inputtj that
gained the maximum approval by the experts in the current
panel. Unfortunately, it may be that there are several solu-
tions that enjoy the maximum approval. In these cases, the
V KB is used to identify one of them as the ”very best” one.

For this purpose, we introduced a step–by–step filtering
process that is applied until one candidate solution is left
over:

1. First, the average competence of the experts who are in
the V KB’s list of supportersof the candidate solutions
are considered. The candidate solution, which enjoys the
maximal support by theV KB, is considered the ”very
best” one.

5Note, that the authors themselves claim to utilize these esti-
mations with care, because they are based on data, which might
be incomplete, irrelevant, or not representative. Furthermore, so-
cial reasons require the handling of the concepts about an expert’s
competence with care, discretion and social responsibility.



2. In case there are still several solutions as the outcome of
the step above, alist of vetoers6 is derived from theV KB
and their average competence is calculated by using the
V KB. The candidate solution that received the minimal
”resistance” by theV KB is considered the ”very best”
one.

3. If there are still several candidate solutions after these two
steps, the supporters for each of the remaining candidate
solutions are compared. The solution that is supported by
the expertei with the maximal competencecpt(ei, tj) for
the test datatj , is considered the ”very best” one.

4. The last opportunity to identify the ”very best” solution,
in case there are still several ones after these three steps,
we perform a ”run–off” session with the expert panel and
the remaining candidate solutions.

Gaining Experience in the VKB
Since these beneficial uses of theV KB are only as good
as the information in it, the updating and maintenance pro-
cess needs to be optimal. In particular, as much as possible,
information has to be utilized for gaining validation knowl-
edge. This information has to be processed to fit within the
V KB’s structure. Therefore, concepts used to maintain the
V KB are introduced (Kurbad 2003).

Handling Incomplete Sessions
It might happen that some experts are no longer available
during a current experimentation. Obviously, such incom-
plete sessions can influence the results of the entire tech-
nology. An easy way to address this issue is to exclude all
information given by such experts, thus practically reducing
the expert panel and wasting valuable expertise. We suggest
to also takeincomplete experimentation resultsinto account,
since the investedhuman workloadis a costly and valuable
factor.

There are four possible scenarios where an expert would
not finish his/her work:

1. He/she leaves the panel during thesolving sessionand
does not return for therating session,

2. he/she finishes thesolving sessionproperly and does not
take part in therating session,

3. he/she finishes thesolving sessionproperly and leaves the
panel during therating session, or

4. he/she leaves the panel during thesolving sessionand re-
turns for therating session.

Case 1 and 2can be treated in almost the same way. All
identified solutions provided by the expert should be rated
by all other experts, since they might contribute correct in-
formation. The competence estimations of an expertei are
restricted to the consideration of the other experts’ opinion
aboutei-s competence and the self estimation ofei while
solving the test cases (Knauf, Gonzalez, and Abel 2002).

Generally, two failures may occur during the assessment
of local validity degreesto solutions for a test inputtj :

6Vetoers are experts, who provided a negative rating for a con-
sidered solution.

• The validity degree assessed to the correct solution might
be too low and/or

• wrong solutions might receive a validity degree that is too
high.

Although both failures endanger the correct result of the ex-
perimentation, the first one seems to be less harmful. Since
the local validity of a solution is weighted by the local com-
petence of the (rating) experts, it seems preferable to under-
estimate a competence level than to overestimate it. There-
fore, we assume that the ”missing” components of com-
petence estimation as introduced in (Knauf, Gonzalez, and
Abel 2002) have a value of 0.

In case 3, the the other experts’ opinion aboutei ’s com-
petence can be estimated for all test datatj . Following the
decision to prefer underestimation, the values of the other
four components get a value of 0 for each test case that the
expert did not rate.

For all other test cases, i.e. the ones that were rated by the
expert, the original equation of (Knauf, Gonzalez, and Abel
2002) applies.

Case 4can be treated in different ways:

1. A pragmatic way is to disallow the return of an expert
to the panel, if he/she did not finish the solving session.
Therefore, the second scenario would apply.

2. One could allow an expert only the rating of test cases
that he/she solved in the solving session. Thus, that expert
does the whole experimentation with a reduced number of
test inputs. All equations apply as usual, but based on the
reduced test case set. In case the expert does not finish the
rating session, the assumptions for the third scenario will
apply within this reduced experimentation.

3. Providing the possibility to rate all test cases obviously
leads to more information. Assuming that the expert
might also leave the rating session unfinished, three sit-
uations are imaginable:

(a) Each test case that has been both solved and rated the
”usual” way (Knauf, Gonzalez, and Abel 2002) is used
for competence estimation.

(b) For test cases that has been only solved but not rated
the first and second scenario applies.

(c) For each test case that has not been solved but rated,
only acertainty estimation(Knauf, Gonzalez, and Abel
2002) can be performed and all other estimation values
are assumed to be 0.

Obviously, with the first two variants, much of the invested
human workload is wasted. Therefore, we prefer the third
variant, which uses all human inputs and underestimates the
experts’ competence.

Maintenance of the VKB
To ensure that theV KB really gains experience while being
used, it has to be updated within each validation session.
Updating, in this context, means adding new cases to the
V KB.

One might argue that deleting outdated ”historical knowl-
edge” has to be a part of theV KB maintenance as well.



After a long discussion, the authors reached the conclusion,
that the deletion of cases should not only be avoided, but
even prohibited.

Of course, humans do forget parts of their ”historical
knowledge” and this is considered a natural and healthy pro-
cess. Often, it is even necessary, since humans retrieve his-
torical knowledge by setting it in the actual context, which
might lead to wrong conclusions.

TheV KB, on the other hand, stores the historical cases
explicitly and associated to the right (historical and topical)
context by marking it with a time stamp and a domain de-
scription. Thus, it provides the opportunity to avoid misin-
terpretations. Since historical knowledge from theV KB
is always revalidated within the current session by newly
rating it, invalid facts are sorted out by utilizing the meta–
knowledge7 of the human experts.

The ”experience” of a session, which is worth keeping, is
the optimal solutionsolopt

Kj to each test datatj that has been
solved. Additionally, the associated list of solversEK and
the list of ratersEI needs to be kept. Furthermore, a time
stamp has to be provided for each new case of theV KB.
The time stampτS of the current experimentation session
is assumed to be the starting time of the rating session. The
only requirements time stamps have to meet is that they have
to be determined in the same way in every session to main-
tain their order over time. By adding a description of the
application domain and a contextDC , all resulting 8–tuples
[tj , EK , EI , sol

opt
Kj , rIjK , cIjK , τS , DC ] have to be stored as

new elements of theV KB.

Validation Expert Software Agents
With the view to future opportunities for replacing human
input, theV KB itself is extended by a Validation Expert
Software Agent (V ESA) concept.V ESAs obtain and store
validation knowledge / data autonomously from validation
results of the experts participating in the test case experi-
mentation.

In fact, theV ESA concept adopts the idea of software
agents in general and the recent developments in this field
(Weiss 1997). In particular, Singh and Huhns (1997) address
some basic concepts and assumptions as used here as well.
However, advanced ideas like

• the issue of learning,

• the issue of cooperation and competition, and

• the issue learning

– about/from other agents and the world or
– by communication and understanding

are far away from the fundamental agent concept introduced
here.

The basic assumption of our agent concept is that experts
who provide similar solutions to test cases and similar rat-
ings to other experts’ solutions might have a similar knowl-
edge structure. Therefore, an expert might be modelled by
an agent that provides the response of another human expert,

7Meta–knowledge is ”knowledge about knowledge”, i.e. about
its retrieval, context, usage, etc.

who had a maximum similarity with the considered expert in
the past.

Each V ESA is an autonomous software agent corre-
sponding to a particular human expert. It gains personal val-
idation knowledge mainly from personal data such as (not
always best) solutions, ratings, etc. of the human expert val-
idator corresponding to it. Furthermore, is can be considered
to be a model that represents the validation experience and
behavior of a group or an organization of validation experts.

In every validation session, theV ESAs become more
intelligent as well as more adaptive to wider (similar but
slightly different) applications, since they can learn from
test inputs, the associated answers, their certainties and
their ratings provided by the human validators. Namely,
they increase their validation competence through validation
knowledge gained by various sessions over time.

Though aV ESA is a model of a human validation ex-
pert, it can also gain the validation knowledge / data of other
validators, when a very high–rated (but not always best) so-
lution happens to be derived by one of the same type of val-
idators which usually have almost the same solutions. Since
they are not human but machine, anonymity will be kept
even if they get information from other (human) experts.
They do not need the name of each expert, but rather an ID
to distinguish whether or not the information belongs to the
same expert.

Sources of VESA’s Knowledge
The knowledge base to dynamically form aV ESA in case
of its need is simple: Gaining all information that is avail-
able. For each human expert it keeps (1) each and every
solution he/she provided to a test data, (2) each and every
rating he/she provided to a solution in (3) each and every
historic session indicated by a time stamp.

Dynamic Construction of VESA
In case an expertei is not available to solve a casetj , ei-s
former (latest) solution is considered. It is assumed thatei

has still the same option abouttj-s solution. Thus,V ESA
provides it.

If ei never saw a case liketj before, similarities with other
experts (which might have the same ”school” or ”thinking
structures”) are considered. Among all experts, who ever
delivered a solution totj , the one with the largest subset
of the solutions likeei-s to the other cases is identified as
the one with the most similar behavior. His/her solution is
assumed to be the one ofei as well, and thus provided by
V ESA.

In case aV ESA is requested to provide a rating to a given
solution, similar considerations lead to an ”assumed rating”
of ei:

1. If ei considered (solved or rated) the same test casetj
in former sessions, we look at the rating or the provided
solution with the latest time stamp: In case the latest con-
sideration is a rating, both the same ratingr and the same
certaintyc are adopted and provided byV ESA. In case
the latest consideration is a provided solutionsol (differ-
ent from ”unknown”),V ESA provides for this solution



a ratingr = 1 (correct) and a certaintyc = 1 (for sure)
and for all other solutions a ratingr = 0 (incorrect) and a
certaintyc = 1.

2. If ei never considered (solved or rated) the test casetj in
former sessions, we look for a ”most similar” expertesim

who solved this case, i.e. a one who provided the largest
amount of the same solutions and/or ratings to other cases
in the past. If the latest consideration oftj by esim is
a ratingr along with a certaintyc, V ESA adopts and
provides both. If the latest consideration oftj by esim is
a solutionsol, V ESA provides for this solution a rating
r = 1 (correct) and a certaintyc = 1 (for sure) and for all
other solutions a ratingr = 0 (incorrect) and a certainty
c = 1.

As a future benefit of theV ESAs we expect that
1. V ESA can replace the human expert when he/she is too

busy or too expensive to participate in validation,

2. V ESA can be a competent validator and upgrade the test
case experimentation and

3. a group of V ESAs might do test case experimenta-
tion without experts, since they have different validation
knowledge and can be tested from various views.

Therefore, theV ESA concept brings a really new dimen-
sion into the validation technology by displacing human in-
put systematically to software agents.

In fact, to learn a model of the human experts’ problem
solving behavior,V ESA still depends on the knowledge of
human validators. Learning in the concept ofV ESA is an-
alyzing the solving and rating behavior of human their ori-
gins. The quality of the learning results, i.e. the quality of
V ESA, depends on the quantity and coverage of data pro-
vided by the human experts. Therefore,
• on the one hand, aV ESA is able to replace its human

origin temporary, but,

• on the other hand, aV ESA becomes worse in case of
missing human input over a long period.

Summary and Outlook
The following statements summarize the basic messages of
the present paper:
1. AI system validation technologies so far are time consum-

ing, expensive, and depend on an undependable resource,
the ”human expert”.

2. TheV KB concept is the key to using this resource effi-
ciently.

3. While V KB aims at modelling the human experts’ col-
lective and most accepted (best rated) knowledge,V ESA
aims at modelling a particular human expertise.

4. At some point (after learning an appropriate model)
V ESA allows the replacement of its human origin.

5. Experiments to test theV KB concept prototypically are
subject of our actual research.

6. TheV ESA concept is both still a subject of conceptual
research and discussion and already a subject of first em-
pirical experiments.

7. A new dimension is seen in validating theV ESA concept
by comparing their solutions and ratings with the ones of
its human original in case of availability.
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